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Ply Edge

Fingerprint Resistance Plastic-Laminate available options for 

the tops, cases and fronts.

White RL-03 Bronze RL-05 Sand RL-04

Gray RL-02 Black RL-01
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CERN

Calm and e�cient for today’s pace. The Cern Collection 
addresses contemporary o�ce furnishing needs.

Tops and cases available in ply edge, veneer, plastic laminates, 
and all Nienkamper �nishes.

In�nite sizes available to create anything needed.
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Cern
Calm and e�cient for today’s pace.



Cern embodies the warm-modern sensibility of todays working 
environment. Most notable about the Cern collection is its wide 
range of mixed materials and �nish options that contrast and 
complement each other, which when layered creates unique and 
versatile workspaces and keeps things visually interesting; Laidback 
and casual for some areas, streamlined sophistication in others.
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The Cern collection is a system that addresses contemporary o�ce furnishing needs. 

The multi-functional elements allow for seemingly endless combinations and con�gurations from 
individual o�ces and workstations to teamwork areas for more collaborative work.  The table range 
includes modular tables and desks, bench desks as well as height adjustable options. 

Cern o�ers a wide variety of o�ce storage solutions. The credenzas and bookcases can either be 
freestanding or completely integrated with height adjustable or �xed tables.  Cern is also capable of 
creating wall compositions; bookcases and credenzas can even be used as room dividers to create 
separate and distinctive work zones.

“Cern pairs timeless design with thoughtful functionality to 
create dynamic and inspiring spaces for the modern workplace.”
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